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Abstract

Rather than continuing the conversation based
on personalized or implicit information, the
existing conversation system generates dia-
logue by focusing only on the superficial con-
tent. To solve this problem, FoCus was re-
cently released (Jang et al., 2022). FoCus is
a persona-knowledge grounded dialogue gener-
ation dataset that leverages Wikipedia’s knowl-
edge and personal persona, focusing on the
landmarks provided by Google, enabling user-
centered conversation. However, a closer empir-
ical study is needed since research in the field
is still in its early stages. Therefore, we fling
two research questions about FoCus. (i) "Is the
FoCus whether for conversation or question an-
swering?" to identify the structural problems of
the dataset. (ii) "Does the FoCus model do real
knowledge blending?" to closely demonstrate
that the model acquires actual knowledge. As a
result of the experiment, we present that the Fo-
Cus model could not correctly blend the knowl-
edge according to the input dialogue and that
the dataset design is unsuitable for the multi-
turn conversation.

1 Introduction

Recent studies have widely considered knowl-
edge grounded dialogue, user interest, and pref-
erence (Dinan et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018a;
Zhang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020; Zheng et al.,
2020; Meng et al., 2020; Song et al., 2021; Ma-
jumder et al., 2021; Galetzka et al., 2021). Espe-
cially, Zhang et al. (2018) presented persona-chat
dataset based on personalizing dialogue agents.
Similarly, Rashkin et al. (2018) constructed conver-
sation dataset with emotional labels according to
the given situation. In different way, Dinan et al.
(2018) and Zhou et al. (2018b) focused on gener-
ating dialogue based on knowledge retrieved from
Wikipedia.
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However, those existing dialogue datasets do
not comprehensively consider the user persona of
the given situation and knowledge of the grounded
object. The biased dataset toward persona or knowl-
edge quickly undermines the user’s intention or pur-
pose, and rendering high-quality answers is chal-
lenging. From this point of view, dialogue gener-
ation through the proper blending of persona and
knowledge is a significant issue that should be con-
sidered in advanced research. To fulfill this purpose,
Jang et al. (2022) has released FoCus and baseline
models based on the grounded persona and knowl-
edge.

To the best of our knowledge, FoCus is the
first persona-knowledge grounded dialogue dataset
that incorporates knowledge and customized per-
sona. However, related research in the persona-
knowledge is still insufficient, and Jang et al. (2022)
only provides descriptions of the dataset and has
not corroborated the weakness of the dataset and
model architecture. Furthermore, no in-depth anal-
ysis has been conducted on whether the model en-
gages in conversation based on the blended persona-
knowledge.

To demonstrate these problems, we intend to con-
duct an in-depth analysis of the proposed model
and dataset through an empirical study. In this pa-
per, we execute probing tests by throwing research
questions in terms of data-centric (Park et al., 2021;
Seo et al., 2022) and model-centric (Park et al.,
2020) in the Jang et al. (2022). First, we point out
that FoCus is more of a question-answering than
a multi-turn dialogue task, under the question "Is
the FoCus whether for conversation or question an-
swering?" Generally, a multi-turn dialogue dataset
forms a context in which two or more speakers con-
tinue to conversation. Moreover, the memorable
context significantly impacts the generation of the
next utterance.

However, we experimentally found that the pre-
vious conversation on the FoCus had little effect on
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the next utterance. This is because each round con-
sists of an independent set that is not involved in the
context. Therefore, we demonstrate that the FoCus
is more of a question-answering task rather than a
consistent multi-turn conversation. To closely ana-
lyze this point, we conduct a case study according
to the change in the conversation order and the in-
clusion of dialogue histories corresponding to the
previous utterance.

Second, we ask, "Does the FoCus model do real
knowledge blending?" and examine whether the
baseline model presented in Jang et al. (2022) is
blending properly with persona in selecting the
appropriate knowledge for conversation. In this ex-
periment, we proceed with various analyses using
BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995), DPR (Karpukhin
et al., 2020), STS (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019),
and TF-IDF (Salton and Buckley, 1988) as a re-
trieval module. We analyze performance changes
according to the knowledge selection of each
search module. Based on this, we attempt to probe
what problems the method of blending history
and selected knowledge in an in-context approach
causes in knowledge grounding.

2 FoCus

2.1 Dataset

FoCus presented by Jang et al. (2022) is a multi-
turn dialogue dataset constructed on the landmark
content provided by Google Landmarks Dataset v2
(GLDv2) (Weyand et al., 2020), enabling person-
alized conversation with relevant knowledge and
various user personas. The purpose of this dataset is
to take user utterances and generate responses lever-
aging landmark knowledge and an appropriate per-
sona. FoCus comprises human-to-machine conver-
sations, user persona, Wikipedia knowledge, and
knowledge candidates. We report the detailed statis-
tics and examples of the dataset in Appendix A.

2.2 Model

The baseline model in the Jang et al. (2022) con-
sists of two steps: a retrieval module and a dialogue
module. First, the TF-IDF score-based retrieving
algorithm receives the user’s utterance and chooses
the top-5 knowledge to be transferred to the di-
alogue module. Next, the dialogue module takes
input from the user’s persona, selected knowledge
and utterances through a learnable Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and pre-trained language
models such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), BART

(Lewis et al., 2019). In this process, a subtask called
knowledge grounding (KG) and persona grounding
(PG) is performed. Based on the selected knowl-
edge and utterance, KG determines the knowledge
answer that matches the user utterance among the
10 knowledge candidates presented for each round.
Instead of retrieving, PG adopts the persona answer
that is consistent with the user utterance among the
five persona candidates. The model receives the
selected persona and knowledge vector, creating
an utterance by blending them. An overview of the
model is depicted in Appendix B.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Design

We utilize the same train and validation set with
FoCus (Jang et al., 2022) for objective verifica-
tion. Experiments are implemented based on the
baseline models released by the original research1,
the BART-base is adopted for our experiments.
All hyper-parameters, including seeds, are run un-
der the same settings, except for exceptional cases
marked separately. We fine-tune the model using a
single RTX-8000 GPU.

Research Question 01 In order to prove that Fo-
Cus is similar to QA composed of independent
question-answering pair, we randomly shuffle the
order of each round composed of user and model
utterances, and then compare the generation score
with the original order.

In this setting, the input utterance is mixed for
each pair and cuts off the contextual flow according
to the round. In addition, this data setting increases
randomness because more history is considered
during training as the history size increases, which
means how far the model can consider past utter-
ances. In accessing the model performance, we
adopt the chrF++ (Popović, 2015) score, Sacre-
BLEU (Post, 2018), and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) score
for evaluation metrics and compare the average val-
ues. In this case, we also consider the history of the
conversation during the evaluation.

Research Question 02 We analyze the role of
retrieval module in knowledge blending. In the ex-
isting baseline, Wikipedia knowledge is included in
the conversation through TF-IDF. We additionally
use BM25, DPR, and STS to select knowledge and
measure grounding performance to check whether

1https://github.com/pkchat-focus/FoCus

https://github.com/pkchat-focus/FoCus
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Models
Generation

Average
chrF++ BLEU R-1 R-2 R-L

BART + history = 2 0.2941 11.61 36.84 19.87 32.43 20.21
BART + history = 3 0.2983 12.01 37.19 20.31 32.78 20.52
BART + history = 4 0.2988 12.04 37.37 20.41 32.97 20.62
BART + shuffle + history = 2 0.2991 11.93 37.15 19.98 32.72 20.42
BART + shuffle + history = 3 0.2950 11.96 36.94 19.98 32.63 20.36
BART + shuffle + history = 4 0.2982 11.87 37.12 20.06 32.56 20.38

Table 1: Generation score of validation set under the same experimental environment as FoCus. History refers to
how many past conversations are included in model training and evaluation. We randomly shuffle rounds of dialogue
and compare them to their original order.

Retrieval
Grounding (Acc.)
Persona Knowledge

TF-IDF 67.43 70.1
BM25 67.43 70.1
DPR 67.43 70.1
STS 67.43 70.1

Table 2: Knowledge and persona grounding perfor-
mances from four different retrieval modules.

the selected knowledge is normally reflected ac-
cording to different types of retrieval. We use accu-
racy as an evaluation metric for KG and PG tasks.

3.2 Is the FoCus whether for conversation or
question answering? (Data-Centric)

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. If
the dataset has the contextual multi-turn for the
utterances flow, the order of previous utterances
provides essential information for contextual un-
derstanding. However, when comparing the results
of randomly shuffling the dialogue turns with the
baseline results, there is no significant difference
in the model’s performance even if the turn of dia-
logue order is arbitrarily mixed.

As the history size increases, the average of the
generation score increases from 20.21 to 20.62, as
shown top of Table 1. However, when random shuf-
fling is applied, the largest difference is insignifi-
cant at 0.24 (bottom of Table 1) compared to the
same history size as random shuffling is not applied.
Even when the history size is 2, which is the case of
learning only the previous conversation, the score
of the shuffled case is higher by 0.21. In general,
a long input size leads to an increase in noise as
well. Considering this, since we compare under the
same conditions within the same history size, the
difference in performance cannot be attributed to

noise.
Generation scores in random order are similar

to correct order, although FoCus has a multi-turn
configuration. This result indicates that the dataset
is more of a QA rather than a context-influenced
conversation.

3.3 Does the FoCus model do real knowledge
blending? (Model-Centric)

Table 2 shows the evaluation results on four differ-
ent retrieval modules. First, as a result of quanti-
tative analysis, even when four different modules
are applied, PG accuracy is 67.43 and KG accu-
racy is 70.1, which is the same for all four modules.
Second, we proceed with the qualitative evalua-
tion results for knowledge extraction, and we are
able to confirm that each module extracts differ-
ent knowledge (The top-5 knowledge analysis re-
sults extracted by each module are described in
Appendix C).

Combining and interpreting the two results, each
module shows the same grounding accuracy despite
selecting different knowledge. This is presumed to
be caused by improper blending in the process of
training the knowledge extracted by the model. The
knowledge vector extracted from retrieval used in
training is quite small compared to the size of per-
sona and history vector to be concatenated. There-
fore, it appears that there is relatively little effect
on KG.

3.4 Additional Analysis

Ablation study for max-length As a result of
comparing the generated sentences with the gold la-
bels in the experimental process for the data-centric
approach, we find that the max-length among the
hyper-parameters during generation is presented
too low. Since the generated sentence is forcibly
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max-length
Generation

chrF++ BLEU R-1 R-2 R-L
20 (baseline) 0.2821 10.74 34.84 18.55 30.6
50 0.3259 13.48 37.96 20.66 33.11
75 0.3259 14.23 38.69 21.35 33.79
100 0.3322 13.98 38.26 20.94 33.41

Table 3: Generation scores according to the extension of max-length.

Models
Generation

Average
chrF++ BLEU R-1 R-2 R-L

BART + history = 2 0.3439 14.44 39.31 21.53 34.11 21.95
BART + history = 3 0.3565 13.86 39.3 21.26 33.49 21.65
BART + history = 4 0.3553 15.47 40.5 22.74 35.3 22.87
BART + history = 6 0.3563 15.17 40.32 22.34 34.9 22.62
BART + shuffle + history = 2 0.3604 14.73 39.39 21.67 33.79 21.99
BART + shuffle + history = 3 0.3455 15.24 39.85 22.36 35 22.56
BART + shuffle + history = 4 0.357 14.33 39.25 21.74 33.62 21.86
BART + shuffle + history = 6 0.3419 14.69 39.44 21.94 34.43 22.17

Table 4: Distribution of generation scores when history size is increased to 6 and max-length to 75. We adjust the
history size and max-length to re-run the evaluation. All the other experimental settings are the same.

cut in the middle, it cannot contain as much con-
textual information as the expressive power of the
model. This leads to negative effect on the point we
attempt to experiment with, so we compare the pa-
rameters by giving them various values in a wider
range.

We manually set the max-length to 50, 75, and
100, respectively, and re-evaluate. The experimen-
tal results are shown in Table 3. According to the
Table 3, the adjustment of the max-length leads
to a large improvement in the generation score. In
particular, when max-length is set to 75, all scores
except chrF++ are the highest. In other words, the
existing max-length limits the performance of the
model, which means that the model doesn’t suffi-
ciently capture the context of the conversation.

Expanding history size with max-length As the
history size increases, which indicates the range of
consideration of past utterances, the randomness
also increases when the round is shuffled, making it
more difficult to preserve the context information.
Therefore, if the conversation has an element of
connectivity, it can cause a significant drop in per-
formance. To observe this more closely, we adjust
the max-length to 75 under the same settings as in
the previous experiments and conduct a case study
by adding the case where the history size is 6. The

results are shown in Table 4.
Similarly, the difference in average generation

score between the two conditions is not significant
in Table 4. Even if the history size is 2 or 3, the ran-
domly mixed case has a higher score. In particular,
in the case of shuffled history = 3, some scores are
equal to or higher than that of unmixed history = 6.
In addition, although the history size is increased to
6, there is a little performance difference between
the shuffled case and the non-shuffled case.

This is because each round of the dataset is com-
posed of an independent QA style, so even if the
order of information is randomly reversed, it can be
interpreted that the model concentrates only on the
utterance of the user corresponding to the present
and historical information is rarely used. This sug-
gests that FoCus is difficult to be seen as a multi-
turn dialogue dataset, and that more contextual in-
formation should be considered to construct close
to practical dialogue.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we conduct an in-depth analysis of
FoCus, which aims to blend knowledge and per-
sona. Experimental results quantitatively demon-
strate that the proposed content as a multi-turn dia-
logue is close to QA and that the model does not
appropriately incorporate knowledge to persona. In
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the future, we plan to properly combine knowledge
and persona based on the limitations we presented.
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A Statistics of FoCus

Train Validation
# Dialogues 11,562 1,445
# Average Rounds 6.00 6.00
Average. Len. Human’s Utterance 40.94 40.89
Average. Len. Machine’s Utterance 141.13 145.42
# Knowedge-Only Answer 35,580 4,501
# Persona-Knowledge Answer 33,792 4,169
# Landmarks 5,082 1,305

Table 5: Statistics of FoCus (Jang et al., 2022).

B Overview of baseline model architecture.
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C Details of Knowledge Selection

This is an example of which knowledge is selected when the retrieval module is replaced with each of the
TF-IDF, BM25, DPR, and STS modules. STS uses the multi-qa-MiniLM-L6-dot-v12 pre-trained
model provided by Sentence-Transformer (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and uses the dot product for
embedding of knowledge and user’s utterance as a score.

User’s Utterance: Where is this place?

Knowledge Model Selection

There were ten themed areas by the early 1980s. WaterWorld, ... TF-IDF, STS
Six Flags purchased AstroWorld in 1975. The next year, Six Flags . . . TF-IDF
WaterWorld opened in June 1983. The 10-acre 1.9 million-gallon water park . . . TF-IDF
Peak attendance reached approximately 20,000 people on Saturdays. . . . TF-IDF
The park had other seasonal attractions such as Alice Cooper’s Brutal ... TF-IDF
Roy Hofheinz acquired and developed 116 acres (47 ha) of land, . . . BM25, DPR
While the original amusement park site was 57 acres, the Houston ... BM25, STS
Six Flags AstroWorld, also known simply as AstroWorld, was a seasonally .. BM25
AstroWorld was permanently closed by Six Flags after its final day of . . . BM25
Thunder River was installed in 1980, has been described as the "first ... BM25
An 8-foot (2.4) by 10-foot (3.0) 1967 model of Astroworld ... DPR, STS
AstroWorld opened to the public with 50,000 guests visiting the first . . . DPR
XLR-8 was installed in 1984. Looping Starship was installed in 1986. Ultra ... DPR
Serial Thriller originally operated at AstroWorld starting in 1999. The ride . . . DPR
In 2009, the former Astroworld site was still vacant. The land tract ... STS
As of 2018, the HLSR owned the property at the former AstroWorld ... STS
"Astrodomain" refers to an area of south Houston surrounding . . . -
Hofheinz developed Astroworld just to the south of the Astrodome. . . . -
During Astroworld’s first twenty years, it entertained more than . . . -
On September 12, 2005, Six Flags CEO Kieran Burke announced . . . -
The final date of park operation was October 30, 2005. Following . . . -
Other features included: -
The Alpine Sleigh Ride, Astrowheel, and Mill Pond were among ... -
Bamboo Shoot (formerly Ozarka Splash) was installed in 1969. Installed ... -
The park’s Southern Star Amphitheater opened in 1980 and hosted a . . . -
Six Flags AstroWorld originated the "Fright Nights" special event . . . -
Dan Dunn and Jeff Martin worked as a caricaturists at the park. Daniel ... -
In 2018, former employees organized the AstroWorld 50th Anniversary ... -

Table 6: Examples of Knowledge Selection in TF-IDF, BM25, DPR, and STS retrieval modules. The table is the
result of the selected top-5 knowledge.

2https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/multi-qa-MiniLM-L6-dot-v1

https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/multi-qa-MiniLM-L6-dot-v1

